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1. Work-package 1
1.1. WP1 Objectives
The initial specifications of the ‘WP1 - RIS3 strategies: state of play and emerging
trends [M1-8] are given in the Grant Agreement of ONLINE-S3. WP1 is the
foundation for the development of the online tools that will be carried out in the
subsequent WPs. WP1 will provide an assessment of the available methodologies
and link them with online tools/services that can be applied in the development,
implementation, evaluation and monitoring of RIS3 strategies.
 To assess the available methods and tools for the development,
implementation, evaluation and monitoring of regional smart
specialisation (and more generally research and innovation) and digital
growth strategies.
 To provide a state of the art overview of existing on-line mechanism, apps,
e-services and platforms that could be tailored or adapted to serve the
needs of S3 stakeholders and users.

1.2. WP1 Tasks
1.2.1. Task 1.1 Specifications for project WPs-tasks/deliverables
(Task leader: all WP leaders).
Within this task each work-package leader will draft the detailed specifications of
the deliverables included in the specific WP. These detailed specifications will
ensure a high quality task performance and the achievement of project objectives.

1.2.2. Task 1.2 Mapping of methodologies used in a sample of RIS3
strategies
(Task leader: EFIS)
The activities will involve identifying and codifying (mapping) the methodologies
used in a representative sample of national and regional S3 processes. In order to
do so, the team will review selected cases from regions at different levels of
development of their innovation systems and with different modes and traditions
of governance. This will involve a review of RIS3 documentation and interviews
with RIS3 managers.

1.2.3. Task 1.3 Selection of methodologies use in RIS3 strategies f
(Task leader: EFIS)
The task includes a detailed review and assessment of the methodologies applied
in or applicable to RIS3 strategies. In addition, to the assessment of the methods
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identified during task 1.2., EFIS will conduct a literature review of a range of
sources including academic literature via a key word search (using Scopus, etc.),
review of material on dedicated European or national policy (monitoring)
websites, the OECD, World Bank, etc. The review will use input from interviews
conducted with selected academics, analysts or specialists as part of the open
consultation process (Task 2.3).
Based on the assessment, up to 30 methods covering the six stages of the RIS3
assessment wheel will be selected for detailed description in task 1.4.

1.2.4. Task 1.4 Detailed description of methods and tools used in RIS3
strategies
(Task leader: EFIS)
The final task of WP1 involves the preparation of detailed technical fiche for up to
30 methods/online tools identified during tasks 1.2 and 1.3. The results of tasks
1.2. and 1.3 will be summarised in a technical paper and the 30 fiche will be
annexed to this report to produce the deliverable 1.2.

1.3. WP2 Deliverables
Deliverable number & Lead
title
beneficiary

Type

Dissemination
level

D1.1 WP deliverables 3 EFIS
specifications
D1.2 State of the art 3 EFIS
report – mapping of
methodologies
and
online tools for smart
specialisation

Report Confidential

Due Date
(in
months)
3

Report Public

7

D1.1: WP deliverables specifications
A report presenting the specifications for each WP and its deliverables. The
responsible of this deliverable is the WP1 leader, assigning the responsibility of
reporting each WP specifications to its WP leaders. See template in annex 1.
D1.2 State of the art report: mapping and description of methodologies and
online tools for smart specialisation strategies
This report will provide an overview of the current state of the art and degree of
penetration of different methodologies used for strategic planning at regional
(and national, where relevant) levels in the field of innovation and smart
specialisation. This report will also assess the broad set of methodologies applied
to or applicable to RIS3 strategies. This report will assess the scope, type and scale
of use of online mechanisms and e-services and identify and discuss specific cases
2
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of novel methods and mechanisms used in the European regions surveyed. In
particular, it will provide:
 a “mapping” of methodologies, online mechanisms and e-services that are
available for RIS3 strategic planning (+/- 100 methodologies)
 a selection among them with regards to scope, type and scale and other
criteria to be defined in WP1 (+/-. 30 methodologies) and
 a detailed description of methodologies, online mechanisms and eservices that could be tailored or adapted to serve the needs of S3
stakeholders and users (+/ 30 methodologies)

1.4. WP1 Milestones
The following milestones are to be reached during WP1:
 MS1: RIS3 methodologies: specifications based on the literature (EFIS,
M7). First draft by 31 October, final draft by 30 November 2016.

1.5. Implementation logic – tasks and deliverables
WP1 deliverables feed most directly into WP2, however, the activities and
deliverables are also related to other WPs as follows:.

1.6. Task 1.1: Specifications for WPs-tasks/deliverables (D.1.1)
Each WP leader was allocated 1 month under WP1 to draw up detailed
specifications for their respective WP. A standard template was used (see annex
1). All WP leaders were requested to submit their draft D.1.1. deliverable to EFIS
Centre (lead WP1) by mid-July.
WP number

WP leader

Input delivered

WP2
AUTH-URENIO
30/6/16
WP3
AALTO
22/7/16
WP4
INTELSPACE
11/7/16
WP5
RIM
6/6/16
WP6
NAPIER
18/7/16
WP7-8
RTDI
n.a.
The specification documents are ‘living documents’ as adjustments to activities or
timing may occur during the lifetime of the project. A compilation of the D.1.1
deliverables will be circulated to the consortium by end July (Month 3).

1.7. Task 1.2 Mapping of methodologies used in RIS3 strategies
The aim in this task is to scan up to 30 RIS3 across a representative sample of EU
regions and assess identified methods and online tools used in the RIS3 or in
similar strategy development processes.

3
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1.7.1. Step 1: Scan and inventory of RIS3 strategies
In the absence of an available database of RIS3, EFIS has completed a first scan of
all regions and countries (with the exception of Greece and Sweden due to
language and with Austria, Denmark and Finland needing completed or double
checked by a native language speaker).
The scan identified:
 22 national RIS3 (including the four UK countries) – essentially concerning
smaller/single region Member States but also some mid-sized to larger
countries where there is a national RIS3 plus a set of regional RIS3 (Czech
Republic, Greece, Spain, Poland and Portugal).
 143 regional RIS3, which suggests there are more than 160 regional RIS3
in total.
Action required:
URENIO to complete scan for Greek regions and fill in missing information in the
spreadsheet and save national language &/or English versions of RIS3 to dropbox.
RIM to do same for Austria and EFIS for Sweden and Denmark.
Aalto to check information for Finnish regions and where necessary update
spreadsheet
In a number of countries, regions seem to have followed a similar method in
preparing their RIS3 (e.g. in Poland, Portugal or the Netherlands), but even where
many regions adopt a similar approach there are often exceptions (e.g. Pomorskie
in Poland). The results of the scan have been compiled in an Excel spreadsheet
(see annex 2) including links to relevant webpages for each RIS3. Available
national and regional RIS3 have been downloaded in PDF format and saved in a
Dropbox folder.
The table below summarises the proposed breakdown of cases for mapping per
country and type of RIS3 (regional or national). The accompanying Excel
spreadsheet proposes selected regions for each country. However, the final
selection should be made by the responsible partner after a further review of
available RIS3 material in the country concerned in order to ensure the mapping
captures novel or advanced approaches to developing, implementing or
monitoring the RIS3.
Figure 1 : long list of national/regional RIS3 for mapping

Country
BE
BG
CZ

National

Regional
2

1
2

Partner
EFIS
RCM
SBA

4
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Country
DK
DE
EE
IE
EL
ES
FR
HR
IT
CY
LV
LT
LU
HU
MT

National

Regional
2

1
1
1

2
2
2

1
2
1
1
1

Partner
RIM
EFIS
Napier
RCM
RTDI
EFIS
EIM
EFIS
RCM
EFIS
EFIS

NL
1
EFIS
AT
2
RIM
PL
4
EFIS
PT
1
RTDI
RO
SI
1
EIM
SK
1
SBA
FI
2
EFIS
SE
2
EFIS
UK-Eng
1
1
UEDIN
UK-Wales
1
UEDIN
UK-Scot.
1
UEDIN
UK-N.Ire.
1
NAPIER
Total
14
27
The total number of cases selected exceeds the 30 targeted for the mapping but
the additional filtering process to be conducted by the partners responsible for
each country should lead to some regions dropping out or being replaced (e.g. for
Poland four regions have been pre-selected but only 2 will be mapped, etc.).
It is proposed not to cover all countries, however, it may be that the filtering
process leads to some adjustments in the final country coverage.
Action required:
The responsible partner for each country/region should review materials and
confirm the final choice of regions for the mapping process.

5
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Comments/suggestions should be submitted by 3 August to EFIS
(reid@efiscentre.eu) - a final selection will be communicated to WP1 partners on
4 August to allow the mapping process to begin.

1.7.2. Step 2. Mapping and description of methods used in selected RIS3
During this step, each partner will summarise the methods used in the selected
RIS3 cases.
The team will assess the extent to which different qualitative and quantitative
methods have been applied in developing, implementing, updating and
monitoring/evaluation the S3, split into two types:
 Qualitative methods & tools: case studies, focus groups and workshops,
foresight and horizon scanning, in-depth interviews, road-maps, literature
review, scenario analysis.
 Quantitative methods & tools: benchmarking analysis, bibliometric
analysis, data mining, historical tracing, economic modelling, systems
modelling, multiple factor analysis, (online) surveys, patent analysis, social
network analysis, spillover analysis, statistical analysis and econometric
analysis, trend analysis, web-scraping
During the mapping of methods, the team will also identify data sources used for
the purpose of carrying out RIS3 analysis, etc.
The team will also review the extent to which online mechanisms, apps or eservices, were or could potentially be applied during the different stages of RIS3.
More specifically, these include:
 the application of on-line/e-policy methods notably in managing the
entrepreneurial discovery processes (e.g. collecting, codifying and sharing
identified needs or opportunities of regional enterprises, updating those
needs on an-going basis to feed into updating or realigning of RIS3, etc.).
 the use of innovative means to capture and integrate novel ‘real-time’
data into the RIS3 processes including in the implementation of pilot
actions, innovation platforms and monitoring and evaluation.
 the use of web data/scraping and social media monitoring tools to feed
into research and innovation policy making (trends in the regional
economy or in global value chains present in the regional economy, input
to foresight processes, strategic priorities, new business models, etc.).
The template attached as annex 3 will be used to compile information for each
RIS3 case selected in step 1.
Completed templates for each of the selected RIS3 should be submitted by close
of business on 2 September to reid@efiscentre.eu (or saved on Dropbox folder).
A quality review will be undertaken by EFIS by 9 September. Revised templates
should be submitted by 16 September to EFIS.
6
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1.8. Task 1.3 Selection of methodologies use in RIS3 strategies
Based on the results of T.1.2., a ‘stylised toolkit’ selection of methods and online
tools for RIS3 will be developed. This will involve two distinct steps:
 a synthesis overview of the methods used per step in the 30 RIS3 mapped
– this will take the form of a table and accompanying commentary
describing the methods used.
 a concept note based on a literature review identifying a long-list of
methods/online tools/data sources that could be used in developing,
implementing or monitoring/evaluating RIS3.
The synthesis overview of RIS3 methods actually used will be produced by 30
September 2016 for internal feedback from consortium partners.
In parallel, during the month of September, EFIS and URENIO staff will map out
the potential range of methods and online tools based on the literature review
and propose a detailed conceptual framework with a short description of each
method.
The combined results of the synthesis mapping and concept note will provide a
basis for selecting the 30 ‘stylised’ methods for codification during task 1.4. and
further development as online tools in subsequent WPs.

1.9. Task 1.4 Detailed description of methods and tools used in
RIS3 strategies
The final task of WP1 involves the preparation of detailed technical fiche for up to
30 methods/online tools identified during tasks 1.2 and 1.3. A detailed template
for describing the methods will be developed by 16 September 2016.
Figure 2 : simplified template for method description

Method title:
Applicable to RIS3 step:
Examples of previous use in RIS3 :
Technical description of method :
Relevant online or software apps:
Example output or visualisation:
Type of data required:
Relevant data sources:
Fiche prepared by

Title
Insert one or more RIS3 steps
Link to mapping fiche for RIS3
Description
Description
Insert graphic file or link to online
example
Describe datasets
Links to statistical, etc. databases
Name

7
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Work on describing the methods will begin with two pilot cases during the last
two weeks of September (deadline 30 September). A first draft of the remainder
of the method descriptions will be produced by 31 October 2016.
Following feedback, the revised method fiche should be submitted by 11
November 2016 to allow time for editing and layout and integration in the final
report (D.1.2).

8
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1.10. Allocation of work per task and partner
Figure 3: allocation of work per task and partner WP1

9
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1.11. Time Schedule WP1
Figure 4: Time-schedule WP1
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2. Work-package 2: Online S3 mechanism for RIS3 policy
advice
The initial specifications of the ‘WP 2 - Online S3 mechanism for RIS3 policy advice’ [M4M24] are given in the approved Grant Agreement of ONLINE-S3.
The overall rational of WP2 is (1) to define online tools and applications that enable / facilitate
the implementation of RIS3 methodologies, already defined in WP1, and (2) pave the way for
the design of the software applications and the platform of WP3 and WP4.
Therefore, WP2 takes input from D1.2 (Selection and description of RIS3 methodologies) and
provides input to D3.1 (Online Platform design and prototype) and D4.1 (Specifications of the
applications and tools and design).

2.1. WP2 Objectives
 To select at least one of the available methodologies for each of the 18 RIS3 sections
in order to develop them as online services
 To define the specifications for the modification of available tools and services and for
the development of new ones (approximately 35 tools and services in total; kick-off
meeting minutes, p.9)
 To consider a dynamic environment by defining links and interconnections among
tools and services and design the data flow architecture of the Online S3 services

2.2. WP2 Tasks
Task 2.1 Selection of methods and online tools in the 6 RIS3 steps (task leader: AUTH)

The task will provide methodological guidance on the most important aspects of each
methodology, based on the conclusions from the previous WP. It will conclude with
recommendations on the mechanisms or e-services that could be fed into the design of the
ONLINE S3 platform tools and services, as well as identifying specific issues concerning
functional specifications (e.g. to ensure maximum interoperability with existing platforms in
the regions surveyed).
Task 2.2 CAPS, user involvement, co-design, living labs supporting RIS3 methodologies: Specifications
and design (task leader: AUTH)

The objective of this task is to define the specifications for the implemented services which
have been reviewed and selected in the previous Task. Candidate applications are identified
and analysed in order to detail non-functional requirements like operational requirements,
software requirements, security requirements etc. The task will contribute to the definition
of specifications for the modification/design of the Online S3 services.
Task 2.3 Open consultation and workshops: specifications from the users (task leader: Napier)

11
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The task includes different methods for open consultation and engagement of the
stakeholder communities in the design process. More specifically, user engagement for
consultation and co-design will be made through
 An online tool for public consultation with the online stakeholder community
 A number of targeted interviews (20 approximately) with selected academics, analysts
and specialists on the field.
 A number of workshops (4 in total) in two of the pilot areas and two from the partner
countries, with the participation of the local stakeholder community.
 Open consultation using social media and media monitoring search (using tools such
as Meltwater, etc.)
The task shall be conducted in two stages allowing interactions between the tasks of WP1
regarding the review of the literature. It will result in a technical paper that will provide a
basis (conceptual and technical specifications, applicability of various mechanisms to
different groups of stakeholders, etc.) for the future development of ONLINE S3.
Task 2.4 Mechanisms for online know-based policy advice (task leader: AUTH)

The task defines links and interconnections among tools and services and designs the data
flow architecture of the platform’s services. The task will provide the basis for offering
guidance to the authorities of RIS3 for implementing the strategies, in terms of available
methods for managing delivery through innovation platforms and ‘multi-actor measures’. The
task will have an iterative nature with two deliverables: a) after the end of the consultation
process and b) after the end of the pilot activities. It will result in a technical paper that will
provide the whole architecture of ONLINE S3 mechanism. This mechanism will consist of a
content management system, including all 18 sections of the RIS3 roadmap plus the 36
application supporting the methodologies, the interconnection between the applications,
and analytics informing about its use. Eventually it will lead to an open access publication.

2.3. WP2 Deliverables
D2.1: RIS3 methodologies in the 6 steps-Conclusions from the review (WP1): specifications and
designs [AUTh, M8]

A report with the main conclusions drawn in the previous WP with regards to RIS3
methodologies and apps/eservices used in strategic planning, as well as with the definition of
the technical specifications for the Online S3 services.
D2.2 Open consultation and workshops: specifications from the users [NAPIER, M8]

A report delivering the main outcomes of the consultation process with representatives the
quadruple helix. The report will deliver specifications from the users of the services.
D2.3 Online S3 mechanism for knowledge-based policy advice [AUTh, M23]

A report describing the total architecture of the Online S3 mechanism comprised by the
platform, the services and the interconnections among tools, services, data flows etc..

12
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2.4. WP2 Milestones
The following milestones have to be reached in WP2:
MS2: Open consultation: specifications from the users [AUTH, M12]
MS3: Online S3 mechanism for knowledge-based policy advice [AUTH, M12]

2.5. Implementation Logic
WP1 and WP2 are closely interconnected. WP1, and specifically D1.2 “Methodologies for
strategic planning at the regional level in the field of research, innovation and smart
specialization – a survey. Assessment for the application to RIS3 strategies and for the use of
online mechanisms and e-services” (first draft due in 30 October 2016) will provide input to
WP2 regarding:
 a “mapping” of methodologies, online mechanisms and e-services that are available
for RIS3 strategic planning (expected about 100 methodologies)
 a selection among them with regards to scope, type and scale and other criteria to be
defined in WP1 (approx. 30 methodologies) and the
 detailed description of the methodologies, online mechanisms and e-services that
could be tailored or adapted to serve the needs of S3 stakeholders and users (same
approx. 30 methodologies)
As WP2 designs the transformation of these methodologies into digital tools, D1.2 will feed
WP2 both with regards to D2.1 and D2.2. It is therefore expected that D1.2 in draft form will
be submitted by partner EFIS to partner AUTH at the end of M6 (October 2016), for AUTH to
process in D2.1 and D2.2.
Figure 5: Implementation logic between WP1 and WP2 deliverables

2.6. Tasks and Deliverables within WP2
WP2 includes four tasks and three deliverables. The following graph depicts the relationships among
them. Each task and deliverable is analytically explained in the followings.
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Figure 6: Implementation logic among WP2 tasks and deliverables

2.7. Deliverable 2.2 (Task 2.3)
D.2.2 “Open consultation and workshops: specifications from the users” will filter the
approximately 30 methodologies of WP1 through a comprehensive consultation process with
representatives of the quadruple helix. The consultation will be based on the draft description
of the methodologies of D1.2 (due in 30 October 2016). The result will be the apprehension
of the specifications of the methodologies from the side of users.
D.2.2 will be built on the results of Task 2.3 “Open consultation and workshops: specifications
from the users”. NAPIER (T2.3 leader) will design, monitor and control the open consultation
and workshop processes. These processes include:
 An online tool for public consultation with the online stakeholder community and open
consultation using social media and media monitoring search (combined)
 A number of targeted interviews (20 approximately) with selected academics, analysts
and specialists on the field
 Four workshops in the pilot areas and some partner countries with the local
stakeholder community (approximately 25 participants per workshop).
NAPIER will provide templates with the required workshop input and the structured interview
questionnaire.
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It was agreed at the kick-off meeting (1-3 June 2016) that we have an overall target of 1,000
users participating in the open consultation process. The specific targets per process are
figured in the following table:
User involvement per region of consultation

SCOTLAND
Online
and
media

tools
social

CENTRAL
MACEDONIA

SLOVENIA

SLOVAKIA

220

220

220

220

Interviews

5

5

5

5

Workshop(s)

25

25

25

25

250

250

250

250

As agreed in the audio call of 30th June 2016, we define as “user” anyone who
uses/experiences the platform, a method, a tool, etc. – any equipment related to the project
ONLINE S3 – (with or without any support or device) at least once (without any requirements
for intensity). The following provide more detailed information about the consultation tools
and the workshops.

2.7.1. Online Tool and Social Media for Consultation
The online tool will be a structured questionnaire that will be distributed online. It will include
questions about the 30 methodologies, addressed to stakeholders such as policy makers, public
servants, strategy design & implementation experts, regional development experts, etc. For each
methodology, questions will be asked with regards to criteria such as ‘usefulness’, ‘easiness in usage’,
‘data availability’, ‘relevance to the RIS3 strategy’, etc. The respondents will provide their answers on
a Likert scale.
Through social media we will ask the same questions for one methodology at a time. For example, we
will post questions such as ‘SWOT analysis [=RIS3 methodology] is one of the tools that can be used to
analyse the potential for innovation in regional contexts. How useful [=criterion] do you believe that
such a tool would be in your region?’. The posts will be done mainly on social media websites for
professionals, academics and researchers, such as LinkedIn and Academia.

2.7.2. Interviews
The interviews will be conducted on the basis of the above structured questionnaire. In
proportion to their allocated effort, ONLINE-S3 contributing partners will be asked to provide
the names and positions of the experts that they will interview and then conduct the
interviews. The interviews will be approximately 20 in number. Each interview will ideally
cover all 30 methodologies and at least the ones about which the interviewee has a formed
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opinion. The interviews can be done in person or remotely (Skype, email). Ethical issues
concerning anonymization of personal and sensitive data will be taken into account.

2.7.3. Workshops:
For each workshop the subject of discussion will be the approximately 30 methodologies
incoming form D1.2. Assuming that each methodology will be discussed for about 1 hour,
each workshop will include four sessions at each location; at each session 7-8 methodologies
will be discussed. The expected number of participants in each session of the workshop is 25
users. The workshops will take place on 1 – 30 November 2016, after having received input
from WP1 (i.e. D1.2 first draft due in 30 October 2016). The workshop locations, including
host and supporting partners are:
 Central Macedonia: RCM (host partner), and INTELSPACE AE (supporting partner)
 Scotland: UEDIN (host partner), NAPIER, IIL (supporting partners)
 Slovenia: EIM (host partner), FELLNHOFER, SBA (supporting partners)
 Slovakia: SBA (host partner), FELLNHOFER, EIM (supporting partners)

T2.3 Contributing partners:
Effort (person months)
Online Tool & Social
media
T2.3 PARTNERS

AUTH

(preparation of
social media
accounts and
reporting on
results)
1 person month

Interviews

Contribution to
workshops

1 person month
FELLNHOFER

EIM

SBA

1 person month
(4 Interviews)
1,5 person
months
(6 Interviews)
1,5 person
months

2,5 person
months

2,5 person
months

(6 Interviews)
NAPIER (lead)
INTELSPACE AE
IIL

0,5 person
months
0,5 person
months
0,5 person
months
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Effort (person months)
Online Tool & Social
media
T2.3 PARTNERS

(preparation of
social media
accounts and
reporting on
results)

UEDIN

RCM

Interviews

0,5 person
months
(2 Interviews)
0,5 person
months

Contribution to
workshops

2 person months

2 person months

(2 Interviews)

In terms of effort:
 Task Leader NAPIER has been assigned 2.5 person months for the management and
administration of the processes
 Workshop host partners were assigned 2 person months in T2.3 in order to plan,
implement and report about their workshops (see section 2. Allocation of Effort to
partners)
 AUTH has been assigned 0.5 months for the consultation through the Online Tool and
0.5 months for the consultation through social media (combined).
Partner NAPIER (lead) will prepare the consolidation report for D2.2.

2.8. Deliverable 2.1 (Tasks 2.1 and 2.2)
D2.1 ‘RIS3 methodologies in the 6 steps-Conclusions from the review’ will develop the
specifications for the online RIS3 methodologies of the 6 sections of the RIS3 Guide. It will use
work from T2.1, T2.2 and T2.3. The respective online tools and services, for which
specifications will be developed, will be approximately 35 in absolute number.
More specifically, Task 2.1 ‘Selection of methods and online tools in the 6 RIS3 steps’ will use
the work of D1.2 (first draft due 30 Oct 2016) to appoint the approximately 35 tools and
services that will comprise the ONLINE-S3 platform. These tools/services can be for ex.
applications, online databases, online libraries and roadmaps that will enable the
implementation of the methodologies of D.1.2. For T2.1 we will also take into account the
input of T2.3 (open consultation and workshops). T2.1 contributing partners AUTH (lead) and
INTELSPACE AE will use the above input to assess whether and to what extent the available
tools and services are applicable to the appointed methodologies. They will also highlight
potential issues concerning the functional specifications of the tools and services.
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T2.1 Contributing partners:

AUTH (WP2 and T2.1 leader) will design, monitor and control the implementation of T2.1. The
implementation will take place with the contribution of partner INTELSPACE AE.
T2.1 PARTNERS

Effort (person months)

AUTH (lead)

3

INTELSPACE AE

2

In Task 2.2 ‘CAPS, user involvement, co-design, living labs supporting RIS3 methodologies:
Specifications and design’, ONLINE-S3 project partners will analyse candidate applications in
terms of non-functional requirements. Non-functional specifications for the selected services
include operational, software, security, etc. specifications as they emerge from the side of
users. This is a desk research task based on scanning of available scientific and non-scientific
literature and web sources. This task will contribute to the definition of specifications for the
modification/design of the ONLINE-S3 services.
T2.2 Contributing partners

AUTH (WP2 and T2.2 leader) will design, monitor and control the implementation of T2.2. The
implementation will take place with the contribution of partners RTDI, EFIS, FELLNHOFER,
EIM, SBA, NAPIER, AALTO, INTELSPACE AE and IIL. It is expected that for the description of the
specifications for each tool/service one person-month of effort will be required. An indicative
distribution of effort is figured in the following table.
T2.2 PARTNERS
AUTH (lead)
EFIS
IIL
NAPIER
FELLNHOFER
AALTO
RTDI
INTELSPACE AE
EIM
SBA
TOTAL

Effort (person months)
4
6
6
5
4
5
2
2
1
1
36

An initial distribution of the tool/services descriptions to be worked out per partner and will
be specified after the consolidation of the approximately 35 methodologies, and accounting
for the assignment of RIS sections to partners that were agreed at the kick-off meeting.
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3

WP1
AUTH
EFIS
EFIS

WP2
AUTH
EFIS
IIL

WP4
AUTH
INTELSPACE
IIL

WP5
AUTH
EFIS
IIL/NAPIER
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Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Toolbox

EFIS
EFIS
AUTH

KF/EIM
SBA/NAPIER
INTELSPACE
AALTO

IIL
AUTH
INTELSPACE
AAL

EIM
SBA
INTELSPACE

Partner AUTH (lead) will prepare the consolidation report for D2.1. However this allocation
of tasks has to take in account the exact number of methodologies to be included in each RIS3
step and section, as defined in WP2 and D1.2 in particular. Thus, it might be subject to change
throughout WP2.

2.9. Deliverable 2.3 (Task 2.4)
Deliverable 2.3 ‘Online S3 mechanism for knowledge-based policy advice’ will provide the
overall architecture of the ONLINE-S3 mechanism.
T2.4 ‘Mechanisms for online know-based policy advice’ (leader: AUTH) will define the
mechanisms at inter-tool level (mechanism and overall architecture). By ‘mechanism’ we
mean the links and interconnections among tools and services and the data flow architecture
of the platform’s services. In terms of mechanism, the task will define:
 the inputs – outputs among the tools and services of the platform. For example, the
results for the Regional profiling application could be fed into the Benchmarking
application
 how the information that comes into and is generated by the approximately 35 tools
and services feed the entire database behind the platform
 analytics regarding the usage of tools and applications.
T2.4 Contributing partners:
T2.4 PARTNERS
AUTH (lead)
EFIS
NAPIER
AALTO
INTELSPACE AE

Effort (person months)
4
2
1
2
2

IIL

1
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2.10. Allocation of work per task and participant
WP 2 - Allocation of effort
Tasks and Deliverables (number and
title) / Partner
Task 2.1 Selection of methods and
online tools in the 6 RIS3 steps
Task 2.2 CAPS, user involvement, codesign, living labs supporting RIS3
methodologies: Specifications and
design
Deliverable 2.1 RIS3 methodologies in
the 6 steps-Conclusions from the
review

RTDI

AUTH

FELLNH
OFER

EFIS

EIM

SBA

NAPIER AALTO

3

Task 2.3 Open consultation and
workshops: specifications from the
users
Deliverable 2.2 Open consultation and
workshops: specifications from the
users

UEDIN

RCM

ALL
5

2

4

6

4

1

1

5

5

2

6

2

7

6

4

1

1

5

5

4

6

1

4

4

3

1

4

4

3

0

1

0

1

2

2

1

0

Total effort (person months)

IIL

2

1

Task 2.4 Mechanisms for online knowbased policy advice
Deliverable 2.3 Online S3 mechanism
for knowledge-based policy advice

INTELSP
ACE AE

36

1

0

0

41

2

2

18

2

2

18

1

0

4

2

0

4

2

0

0

0

1

2

2

1

0

0

12

2,00

12,00

8,00

5,00

5,00

5,00

9,00

7,00

7,00

7,00

2,00

2,00

71,00

12

WP leader
Task / Deliverable Leader
Workshop hosts

2.11. Time Schedule
WP 2 - Time Schedule
Year

Tasks and Deliverables (number and
title) / month
Task 2.1 Selection of methods and
online tools in the 6 RIS3 steps
Task 2.2 CAPS, user involvement, codesign, living labs supporting RIS3
methodologies: Specifications and
design
Deliverable 2.1 RIS3 methodologies in
the 6 steps-Conclusions from the
review
Task 2.3 Open consultation and
workshops: specifications from the
users
Deliverable 2.2 Open consultation and
workshops: specifications from the
users
Task 2.4 Mechanisms for online knowbased policy advice
Deliverable 2.3 Online S3 mechanism
for knowledge-based policy advice

May Jun
9

2

2017

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

2018

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

PREPARATION
LITERATURE
PREPARATION
LITERATURE

PREPARATION

D2.1

PREPARATION
OF
CONSULTATION
PREPARATION

W shops

Calendar Month

2016

D2.2

PREPARATION LITERATURE
D2.3
V1.0

PREPARATION

D2.3
final

3
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3. Work-package 3 : Online S3 Platform design and
architecture
The objective of Work Package 3 is given in the Grant Agreement as follows:
The aim of the WP3 is to develop the project platform, which will support the integration
of methodologies, tools and applications in order to provide the envisaged online services.

3.1. Tasks
This section presents a brief description of all the tasks included in the WP3. The descriptions
are based on the Grant agreement.

3.1.1. Task 3.1 Platform Design
(task leader: AALTO)
The objectives of this task are the elaboration of the context and the scope of the Online S3
Platform, the definition on its architecture and the specification of the implemented functions
and features. The design will be based on the specifications defined in WP2 and general
design considerations and key attributes for a Web platform. The platform will be brokendown into components identifying the functional areas they implement, the provided
interfaces, the supported features and the relationships between them. At the same time a
technology scouting will be conducted for identifying open-source and other software
products or services addressing the main functionality; the purpose of this activity is the
selection of existing off-the-shelf products and services that can be better used for
implementing the reference architecture components.

3.1.2. Task 3.2 Development of the Platform
(task leader: AALTO)
The main objective of this task is the construction of the software implementing the reference
architecture. The software components defined at design phase (task 3.1) will be
implemented and integrated. In order to fill the gaps between the required
interfaces/functions and what offered by the selected technology, this tasks includes the
implementation of custom components on top of off-the-shelf open source products and
other existing products and services. In the Virtual Data Repository there are great challenges
lie in acquiring the date (and security of the data). Prototypes of data acquisition from
multiple locations in Europe will be studied using both on proprietary and open data. In this
task the development is focusing a chosen data types and data sets. The apps from the WP4
will be used when appropriate. In Online Policy Briefs Environment the challenge is in smooth
user experience as the tool is a combination of data management and collaboration platform.
The development focuses on developing/finding a well operational and user-friendly solution.
The apps developed in WP4 will be used when appropriate. In the Rapid Experimentation and
Deal Design Environment (REDDE) the challenge lies in the rapidly changing Social Media
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environment. The REDDE utilizes Social Media as key part of its operational mode. There are
constant and unexpected changes in the Social Media apps, which makes is hard to guarantee
operability always with the new app versions. However, a tool for collecting rapid
experimentation feedback data from the social media tools like Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter,
Whatsapp, Wechat, QQ etc. will be developed. The platform will be accompanied with
documentation and tutorial(s). The GitHub platform will be used to support the development
process. The platform will upgraded based on conclusions from the pilots. The validation from
the users and stakeholder will verify that the platform’s software fulfils the requirements
defined in the earlier stages of the project.

3.1.3. Task 3.3 Interoperability and interconnection between the platform and the
tools
(task leader: AALTO)
In the final phase the interoperability and interconnections of the different developed tools
and apps (WP4) will be tested and optimised. In this task the collaboration with existing other
platforms will be emphasized. The objective is not to develop new methods but to use wellfunctioning available solutions. This task is closely related to the WP4.

3.2. Deliverables
The deliverables contain a design document, prototype and finally the completed version of
the Online S3 platform, which may be established and/or maintained in collaboration with
existing platforms. The document is related to task 3.1, the prototype and the completed
version are related to tasks 3.2 and 3.3.
 D3.1 Platform design document and prototype [AALTO, M12]. A document describing
the platform software architecture, identifying its main components, how they are
implemented and how they are integrated internally and externally. A first version of
the Online S3 platform infrastructure.
 D3.2 Online S3 Platform [AALTO, M16] The complete version of the Online S3
platform infrastructure is finished. A report on the interoperability and
interconnections of the different tools, apps, and platforms.

3.3. Milestones
MS4 - Online S3 Platform [M16]: This milestone represents the launch of the fully operational
Online-S3 platform prototype. It is crucial to reach this milestone in time, as the pilot regions
are scheduled to begin test using it by then.

3.4. Implementation logic
The WP3 is dependent on the inputs from other WPs, especially WP1, WP2 and WP4. In order
to design and build a platform, it is required to define what kind of information will be
stored/used on the platform and what are the inputs and outputs from the platform and what
are the systems that will be collaborating with the system. Therefore, the specifications for
the tools and content hosted on the platform need to be delivered first. This idea is presented
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in the workflow WP1->WP2->T3.1->T4.1 that was specified in the kick-off meeting. The
workflow is presented in detail in Figure 1 below.
As seen in the figure, the WP1 and WP2 will provide us with information about the
requirements for the platform. Additionally, the IPTS will be consulted to ensure to the ability
to integrate our platform and tools to the existing platform. After the requirements have been
listed, the partners of WP3 will collaborate to produce the final Platform Design Document,
thus, completing Task 3.1.
Figure 7: Underlying rationale amongst the different WPs and tasks
T3.1 + T4.1 Preliminary phase - "Requirements for
input", coordination, alignment and watching of
outputs

WP1: Extensive study of
the state-of-the-art in
methodologies,
tools
and regions (Choosing
and
refining
nethodologies)

WP2: Translation into
ICT-based / analytical
input for the selection
and definition of tools

T3.1 - Full definition of
functional,
nonfunctional and technical
specifications
and
Platform architecture
T4.1 - Full definition of
functional,
nonfunctional and technical
specifications
of
applications and services

WP5- Coordination and alignment of user engagement. Watching of outputs in terms of
usability and added value.

WP6- Early-stage business modelling + Preparation of communication materials

After laying out the initial design for the platform, its development can start. The platform
development consists of two intertwined tasks: Task 3.2 Development of the Platform and
Task 3.3 Interoperability and interconnection between the platform and the tools.
The development of the platform will consist of building the databases and basic
functionalities behind the platform. The databases can either be tied to specific applications,
in order to achieve stand-alone operability and modularity, or be shared between any amount
of applications - providing more functionalities and additional features.
The basic functionalities of the platform include user authentication, administration, analytics
and content management system. The extent and technical details of these functionalities
will be defined as the specifications implied by earlier work packages crystallize.
During and in the end of the project, majority of the collection of final tools are integrated
into the S3 platform administrated by the JRC. To allow a fluid integration, all the developed
applications have to be modular, meaning that they can easily be added and removed from
the platform. This requires a uniform specification for the applications’ connectivity to the
platform. However, a decision has to be made on whether to develop only isolated standalone applications or applications that communicate between each other and the platform.
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There is an option to bundle certain tools into useful packages. Stand-alone applications that
have a minimal amount of communication with the platform and other applications are the
easiest to integrate and could save resources in the development process. Yet, more
complicated applications may provide a more extensive experience to the user. In any case,
the consortium should create a shared vision of the user experience it wants to provide. For
example, a storyboard could be used as a tool to achieve this. A more specific definition of
the user experience would allow assessing the technical requirements the desired experience
necessitates in more detail.

3.5. Allocation of work per task and participant
The proposed allocation of work between each task is shown in the table below. Aalto will be
the leading partner in all of the tasks and responsible for the deliverables. AUTH, Intelspace,
and Reading will be the supporting partners in all the tasks. Extensive collaboration between
partners and IPTS is needed in all the tasks to ensure a coherent development of the platform.
Naturally, the largest work effort will be placed on the development and testing of the
platform itself and integrating the tools into the platform (Tasks 3.1 and 3.2). Similarly, the
largest deliverable will be the platform design document and platform prototype (Deliverable
3.1). The final allocation of work regarding development will be revised once the
specifications for the platform are finished.
Figure 8: Effort allocation between project partners in terms of Tasks and Deliverables in WP3
Name of the participant

AUTH

AALTO

INTELSPACE

READING

Sum

T3.1 Platform design

3

5

3

3

14

T3.2 Development of the 5
Platform

12

5

5

27

T3.3 Interoperability and 4
interconnection
between the platform
and the tools

4

4

4

16

Sum

21

12

12

57

Name of the participant AUTH

AALTO

INTELSPACE

READING

Sum

D3.1 Platform design 6
document
and
prototype

10

6

6

28

D3.2 Online S3 Platform 6
applications and tools

11

6

6

29

Sum

21

12

12

12

12
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3.6. Time schedule
The proposed schedule for WP3 takes place after WP1 and WP2 as their outputs are required.
The tasks of WP3 are worked on simultaneously with the application development tasks of
WP4, as their interoperability is paramount to the project’s success. The time window in
which WP3 must be finished is relatively short, as the MS4 requires a fully functional platform
including the applications in operation by M16.
Figure 9: WP3 timetable
May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9

M10

M11

M12

M13

M14

M15

M16

M17

M18

M19

M20

M21

M22

M23

M24

T3.1: Platform design
T3.2: Development of
the platform
T3.3: Interoperability
and interconnection
between the platform
and the tools
D3.1: Platform design
and prototype
D3.2:
Online
Platform

S3

D
3.1
D
3.2

Opening of WP3: 1 November 2016
In practice the work of WP3 has started already at the kick-off meeting. This change will be
reported in the project report.
Closing of WP3: 31 August 2017
There is a proposal to extend the project time with 6 to 12 months. This needs to be taken
into account in planning the burning rate of resources. We remain to hear about the decision
about the possible extension.
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4. Work-package 4: Tools, apps and e-services
The key point of ‘WP4: Tools, apps and e-services’ is given in the approved Grant Agreement
as below:
The main objectives of this Work Package is to create, adapt and integrate the online tools
and services, which will enable the implementation of the 18 different methodologies of the
RIS3 guide. Moreover, this WP aims to improve the online tools and services based on the
feedback from the users.

4.1. Tasks
At this point a brief overview of the Tasks incorporated in WP4 is presented, in order to
highlight the main goal of each one of them. Descriptions for the Tasks are given here
according to the approved GA of the proposal.

4.1.1. Task 4.1 Design of applications and online tools for policy advice
(Task leader: INTELSPACE – Additional Partners: AUTH, Aalto, IIL)
This task includes the design of the applications that will provide the 18 sections which
correspond to the RIS3 guide for the development of Smart Specialization Strategies as well
as the adaptation and customisation of existing tools and services where appropriate. The
design will be based on the specifications defined in WP1 and WP2 and general design
considerations and key attributes for a Web application. It includes the guidelines for a
layered structure; guidelines for performance, security, and deployment; and the key
patterns and technology considerations. Based upon AUTH (URENIO) ISO quality assurance
policy, the following steps will be implemented in the design: 1) Define needs which the
applications will address and fulfil; 2) Create the functional and non-functional requirement,
3) Produce visual displays (mock-ups) to describe the basic building blocks and functions of
each application; 4) Create flowcharts with information flows in the essential functions of the
application.
The proposed applications will contain several distinct layers. The typical example is a threelayered architecture comprised of presentation, application, and data layers. At architecture
lever, special effort will be paid in order to minimize the complexity by separating tasks into
different areas of concern while designing a secure, high performance application. Key points
that should be included in the design of the application are the following: Logical partition of
the application; Definition of application layers; Definition of how different components
communicate with each other; Users authentication; Data security.

4.1.2. Task 4.2 Development of applications and tools
(Task leader: INTELSPACE – Additional Partners: AUTH, Aalto, IIL)
Based upon the results of task 4.1 the development of apps and tools, which will realize the
18 sections of RIS3 wheel, will commence. The functionality of each application is described
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in detail in GA. The development will follow state of the art procedures and standards for
software development. The process will have the following standard steps. 1) For each
application a prototype will be created comprising the basics of the application functionality.
2) Checks will be executed to identify shortcomings in relation to the original specifications vs
the prototype. 3) Where the tests reveal that the software met the requirements /
specifications had been set in the beginning, the launch of version V.01 is realized.
The development process will be supported by a series of quality assurance procedures, such
as reporting on (1) Corrective and Preventive Actions; (2) Internal Quality Audit; (3) Detection
and handling of non-conformities to specs; (4) Satisfaction of stakeholders and users; (5)
Management of complaints; (6) Evaluation of suppliers involved in the development of
solutions.
Each application and tool will be accompanied with documentation and tutorial(s). The
GitHub platform will be used to support the development process.

4.1.3. Task 4.3 Second cycle of design and development based on conclusions from
the pilots
(Task leader: INTELSPACE – Additional Partners: AUTH, Napier, Aalto, IIL)
A key success factor for the development of the final version of the applications will be the
implementation of a subsequent cycle of design and development with respect to feedback
from users and stakeholders. The comments made by users and stakeholders will be collected
during the implementation of pilots as described in WP5. Moreover, another valuable source
of information will be the issue tracker, which will collect bugs and improvement proposals
made by the external developers. The iteration process will produce a new version (V2.0) of
the applications for each Step.

4.2. Deliverables
Deliverables of WP4 consist of a report referring to the specifications for the development of
applications and tools, as long as of the source code for their implemented versions. More
specifically, a detailed description of the deliverables is given below according to the accepted
proposal:
 D4.1 – Specification of the applications and tools [M16]: Report containing the
specifications of the applications and tools that will provide the 18 RIS3 sections. In
particular, the following information will be included: functional and non-functional
requirement, architecture, technical requirements, mock-ups presenting the user
interface and user interactions, and information flowcharts. This report also includes
the source code and the documentation of the first version of the tools. Both, code and
documentation, will be hosted on the project’s repository on GitHub. This deliverable
incorporates and implements Tasks 4.1 and 4.2.
 D4.2 – Applications and tools [M23]: The source code and the documentation of the
second version of the tools, based on the conclusions from the pilots. Both, code and
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documentation, will be hosted on the project’s repository on GitHub. This deliverable
incorporates and implements Task 4.3.
Each partner will contribute to the final version of deliverables according to its WP4 effort
that has been identified in the accepted proposal.

4.3. Milestones
MS5 - Online S3 apps and e-services [M17]: This milestone is related to the development of
the online applications and toolbox of the Online-S3 platform. Chronologically it is placed
between the end of D4.1, when the first version of the platform will finish, and the beginning
of D4.2, when the second version of the platform will start to be developed.

4.4. Implementation logic
During the kick-off meeting of the project the work flow between WP1WP2T3.1T4.1
was specified. A graphic representation of the rational underlying these different Tasks and
Work Packages is given in the following Figure 1. As it is shown, Task 4.1 will be implemented
in two discrete stages:
 A preliminary phase where "Requirements for input", coordination, alignment and
watching of outputs will be discussed and,
 A final phase where the full definition of functional, non-functional and technical
specifications of applications and services will be implemented.
Figure 10: Underlying rationale amongst the different WPs and tasks.
T3.1 + T4.1 Preliminary phase - "Requirements for
input", coordination, alignment and watching of
outputs

WP1: Extensive study of
the state-of-the-art in
methodologies, tools
and regions (Choosing
and refining
nethodologies)

WP2: Translation into
ICT-based / analytical
input for the selection
and definition of tools

T3.1 - Full definition of
functional, nonfunctional and technical
specifications and
Platform architecture
T4.1 - Full definition of
functional, nonfunctional and technical
specifications of
applications and
services

WP5- Coordination and alignment of user engagement. Watching of outputs in terms
of usability and added value.

WP6- Early-stage business modelling + Preparation of communication materials

Following the above description, based on the results of the kick-off meeting of the
consortium, WP4 will exploit the specification results coming from WP1 and WP2 and will use
them as a baseline to develop the necessary applications and online tools.
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Moreover, according to the official GA document approved by the European Commission,
WP4 will be implemented through three main tasks.
 Task 4.1 - Design of applications and online tools for policy advice (Task Leader:
INTELSPACE)
 Task 4.2 - Development of applications and tools (Task Leader: INTELSPACE)
 Task 4.3 - Second cycle of design and development based on conclusions from the
pilots (Task Leader: INTELSPACE)
According to this segregation of the overall WP4 activity, each partner will be responsible for
designing and implementing a number of applications and tools. The calculation and
allocation of work between partners is described in the following section in detail.
A schematic representation of the connection between the Tasks and Deliverables of this WP
is illustrated below in Figure 2. As it is shown, deliverable D4.1 is implemented through Tasks
4.1 and 4.2, which incorporate the guidelines and specifications for the applications and tools,
as long as their first version, alongside with the source code and documentation. Moreover,
deliverable D4.2 represents a second version of the developed tools and applications.
Figure 11 : Connection between WP4 tasks and deliverables

Task
4.1

D4.1

Task
4.3

D4.2

Task
4.2

4.5. Applications per step and section
The Online S3 platform is based on the 6 methodological steps of the RIS3 Guide and the RIS3
assessment wheel including 18 sections for each one of these 6 steps. The methodological
steps of RIS3 are the following (Foray et al., 2012):
1. Analysis of the regional and national context and potential for innovation.
2. Governance: Ensuring participation and ownership.
3. Elaboration of an overall vision for the future.
4. Identification of priorities.
5. Definition of coherent policy mix, roadmaps and action plan.
6. Integration of monitoring and evaluation mechanisms.
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The RIS3 wheel, recommended by EC to all national and regional authorities for selfassessment, incorporates the methodological base of smart specialization strategies (6 steps)
with a number of 18 sections and approximately 30 proposed methodologies. The main
objective of this proposal is to standardise methodologies through the use of online tools and
provide them through a single open online platform. According to the GA the number of
applications that are going to be developed or customized is 36.

4.6. Allocation of work per task and participant
The effort allocation of WP4 between project partners is displayed in the table below. As it is
expected, the specification and development of the first version of the applications and
services (D4.1) concentrates the vast majority of the effort. Intelspace, as the leader of the
work package, is the main contributor to both deliverables of this WP (32 man-months),
followed by AUTH (23 man-months), IIL (22 man-months) and Aalto (17 man-months). There
is also an additional man-month for Napier, which will work co-operatively with AUTH during
the implementation of this WP.
Figure 12: Effort allocation between project partners in terms of Tasks and Deliverables.

In order to allocate the effort between the partners participating in WP4, in terms of
applications’ number, we choose to transform person months into number of applications.
The table below shows this transformation. As it is illustrated in this table, for each one of the
applications an effort corresponding to 2.64 man-months is required, given the fact that there
is going to be a total number of 36 applications on the platform.
The last column of the table illustrates the final number of applications that each partner will
develop, based on the initial effort distribution and trying to achieve a discrete allocation of
applications between partners. As a result:
 AUTH will be responsible for designing and developing 9 applications, with a small
contribution from Napier University.
 Aalto will be responsible for designing and developing 6 applications.
 Intelspace will be responsible for designing and developing 13 applications.
 IIL will be responsible for designing and developing 8 applications.
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Figure 13 Allocation of work in terms of number of applications
D4.1

D4.2

RTDI
AUTH

MM/2.64

Apps

8.71

9

RTDI
18

5

AUTH

EFIS

EFIS

Fellnhofer

Fellnhofer

EIM

EIM

SBA

SBA

Napier

1

Napier

0.38

0

Aalto

12

5

Aalto

6.44

6

Intelspace

25

7

Intelspace

12.12

13

IIL

17

5

IIL

8.33

8

ECCI

ECCI

RCM

RCM

Number of MM

72

23

Number of apps

36

36

PM per app

2.00

0.64

Number of apps

36

= 2.64

4.7. Work and role of partners
The main work of the partners participating in this WP is to design and then develop a total
number of 36 applications, tools and e-services that will be used throughout the ONLINE-S3
platform, based on the methodologies defined in WP1 and WP2. In order to create a discrete
structure regarding the work of each partner, an allocation system based on the 6 Steps of
the RIS3 wheel was chosen to be used as the main guideline. More specifically, the allocation
of work between the WP4 partners is illustrated in the table below.
Figure 14: Allocation of work in terms of 6 STEPS between partners participating in WP4
Partner
Step 1

AUTH

Step 2

Intelspace

Step 3

IIL

Step 4

IIL

Step 5

AUTH
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Step 6

Intelspace

Toolbox

AALTO

As it is shown:
 AUTH will be responsible for the design and development of applications and tools
referring to Steps 1 & 5.
 Intelspace will be responsible for the design and development of applications and tools
referring to Steps 2 & 6.
 IIL will be responsible for the design and development of applications and tools
referring to Steps 3 & 4.
 AALTO will be responsible for developing a general toolbox incorporating tools that
could be used throughout the whole platform.
Overall, this 6 STEP allocation of work is considered to be very useful for the overall
organization of the consortium, as it will help each one of the partners to focus on specific
parts of the overall project, resulting on a more efficient structure. The most important thing
in WP4 is the alignment between partners and steps, defining which applications are related
to the different steps, and trying to keep the balance amongst partners.
This allocation will be revised at the end of WP2, which will offer the exact distribution of the
expected 36 applications and tools to the 6 steps of the RIS3 wheel.
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4.8. Time schedule
Opening of WP4: 1 December 2016 / Closing of WP4: 30 April 2018
Year

2016

2017

2018

Calendar

May

June

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

June

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

Months

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Task 4.1
Task 4.2
V1
(specs)

Del 4.1

Task 4.3

V2
(apps)

D4.1

MS5

Del 4.2

D4.2

Deliverable D4.1:

 V1 – [Month 10] When Task 4.2 starts in order to have a preliminary version of the specifications of the tools and applications.
 V2 – [Month 14] Start of the pilot projects.
Precondition: Start at the moment that D2.1 will become available

ONLINES3 Deliverable 1.1
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5. Work-package 5 : Pilot experimentation of the platform,
apps and e-services
5.1. Objectives
The initial specifications of the WP5 - Pilot experimentation of the platform, apps and eservices [Months: 5-24] are given in the approved Grant Agreement of ONLINE-S3.
This WP 5 entitled pilot experimentation of the platform, apps, and e-services includes all the
work to be performed in the pilot areas as well as the design, publication, evaluation and
management of the open call for regional/national authorities participating in the
experimentation of the Online S3 platform and services.
The specific objectives for WP5 during the pilot experimentation of the platform, apps and
e-services between month 5 and 24 are characterized as follows:
 To design and disseminate an open call and support the selection of regional/national
authorities for experimenting with the Online S3 platform and services.
 To offer guidance on the implementation of the Online S3 platform and services.
 To test the technological solution of Online S3, meaning the platform and available
services, in real environments and provide feedback for further improvement.
 To foster open innovation communities of engaged citizens and stakeholders that will
contribute both in knowledge sharing and knowledge creation by becoming part of the
experiments in the pilot areas.
Figure 15: Important WP elements and deadlines
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5.2. Terminology
In the proposal several different terms are used and at this stage it is important to define these
terms in a more precise way. Furthermore, the following table also presents the related
documents and the partners involved.
Figure 16: Terminology
Document

Definition and focus

Partner

T5.1

Design of the pilot experimental phase – overall
roadmap – including the intersections between
different tasks. In this context a central guide, relevant
templates and an assessment questionnaire for the
experimentation phase will be elaborated. The
methodological approach will be discussed in D5.1.

2 PM:

For each ONLINE S3 step different experimental ways
will be elaborated: e.g. interviews, user workshops etc.
based on existing and tailor-made S3 guidelines to
engage individuals to reach the KPI

1 PM each:

A clear communication vehicle to keep others abreast of
crucial elements in each step: relevant for the pilots and
a wider audience. The briefing document should be
clear and precise (one pager). Additional the involved
partners will brief the pilot trainers.

2 PM each:

Introduction to the overall project (vision, goals, etc.) to
inspire and motive participation: relevant for the pilots
and a wider audience. The core purpose of this webinar
is to inform any stakeholder (see key performance
indicators with level of engagement “inform”)

2 PM:

Methodological
roadmap for the
pilots

T5.1
Set of guidelines

T5.2
Briefing
documents

T5.2
Webinar
with a focus on
creating
awareness
(clip/video)

1

FELLNHOFER (KF1)

AUTH (Step 1+2)
IIL
(Step
Intelspace
5+6)

3+4)
(Step

EFIS (Step 1-3)
Intelspace (Step 46)

KF

The partner KATHARINA FELLNHOFER receives the abbreviation KF.

ONLINES3 Deliverable 1.1
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5.3. Description of tasks and role of partners
The following figure presents an overview of the tasks and deadlines for involved partners and
links to the deliverables within this WP5.
Figure 17: Overview of the tasks and deadlines for involved partners and links to the deliverables

5.4. Deliverables
5.4.1. D5.1: Methodology and guidelines on the implementation of the platform and
the services and training for the use of the platform [M14]
A report on the documentation on the use of the Online S3 platform and services and on the
explanation of the process and outcomes from the training of the pilot areas in the use of the
platform.

5.4.2. D5.2: Execution of the pilots [M21]
A call text for the open call for two more pilot areas, reporting the selected strategy for the
dissemination of the open call, the nature of call submissions and outcomes of the selection
procedure, as well as it explains the process of experimentation with the platform and the
services in Central Macedonia and Scotland. The lead participant (RTDI) will assign the
responsibility of reporting on each area of experimentation to its respective task leader. The
report will present also the main conclusions from the use of the platform and services and
the main recommendations for further improvement.
The following table presents key tasks for reaching deliverable D5.2 including the required
engagement per partner.

ONLINES3 Deliverable 1.1
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Figure 18: Key tasks for reaching deliverable D5.2. including partners’ engagement
Task

Partner

Pilot experimentation based on the outcomes of T5.1
and T5.2

12 PM:

Self-assessment per pilot (template related to the
questionnaire will be provided by KF)

3 PM:

Assessment per pilot (template related to the
questionnaire will be provided by KF)

AUTH for CRM

T1 + T2 + CRM + UEDIN

T1 + T2 + CRM + UEDIN

IIL for UEDIN
EIM for T1
SBA for T2

Analysis of the data related to each STEP

1 PM:

(template will be provided by KF)

EFIS + Intelspace

Final D5.2 Report (incl. recommendations for
improvements/ user test report)

1 PM: KF

5.5. Milestones
The following milestones have to be reached in WP5.
Figure 19: Overview of milestones in WP5
Milestone
number

Milestone title

Lead beneficiary

Due date in months

MS6

Open call

FELLNHOFER

8

MS7

Conclusion from the pilots

FELLNHOFER

21

5.6. IMPLEMENTATION OF WP5
5.6.1. Tasks feeding deliverable 5.1
The following tasks will feed deliverable D5.1.: A report on the documentation on the use of
the Online S3 platform and services and on the explanation of the process and outcomes from
the training of the pilot areas in the use of the platform
Within the methodological approach for the experimentation phase the set of guidelines, the
briefing documents for each S3 step, the assessment questionnaire and the webinar for
ONLINES3 Deliverable 1.1
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creating and wide spreading awareness and motivation to the target groups will be
elaborated.
Task 5.1 Methodology and guidelines on the implementation of the Online S3 Platform and
services (task leader: Fellnhofer)
Figure 20: Overview of task T5.1

First of all, the methodological approach for the pilot experimentation will be designed and
summarized in a roadmap on behalf of KF. Furthermore, a concrete set of guidelines for each
step consisting of both existing and tailor made documents relevant for S3 will serve as a stepby-step instruction for an effective implementation phase in each country/pilot. These set of
guidelines for two steps will be prepared by three partners. AUTH will prepare step 1 and 2,
IIL will prepare step 3 and 4 and INTELSPACE will prepare step 5 and 6.
The methodological roadmap and the set of guidelines will constitute the basis for the
training in using the platform (task 5.2) but also a point of reference for other public
authorities wishing to use the platform. A template for the guideline for each S3 step will be
drafted by KF.
Furthermore, an online assessment questionnaire including the assessment of the quality of
stakeholders’ participation as well as the Usefulness, Satisfaction, and Ease of use (USE) of the
ONLINE S3 equipment will be drafted on behalf of KF. Among others this questionnaire serves
as a central source for the assessment and improvement potential.
Task 5.2. Training for using the platform (task leader: Fellnhofer)
A “webinar” will be produced for the target groups (1) politicians/consultants (2)
entrepreneurs (3) educators/researchers by KF. The central purpose of this “webinar” is to
create awareness and motivate to participate in this action. The core purpose of this webinar
is to inform any stakeholder. As a consequence, it will be rather short (max. 3 minutes) and
similar to a short promotion clip but should catch attention.

Next, briefing documents will be prepared in order to facilitate the use of the platform and
online services. These documents represent clear communication vehicles to keep others
abreast of crucial elements in each step. These documents are relevant for the pilots and a
ONLINES3 Deliverable 1.1
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wider audience. The briefing documents should be clear and precise (one pager). The involved
partners are EFIS (Step 1-3) and Intelspace (Step 4-6). These two partners will also brief the
pilot trainers. The partners AUTH (for pilot RCM), NAPIER (for UEDIN), EIM (for T1) and SBA
(for T2) represent responsible “pilot trainers” and offer guidance during the experimentation
phase. The outcomes of T5.1 provide the basis for the training sessions.
Figure 21: Overview of task T5.2. Training for the use of the platform

The experimentation of the platform and the services in four different pilot areas shall foster
open innovation communities of engaged citizens and stakeholders that will contribute both
in knowledge sharing and knowledge creation by becoming part of the experiments in the
pilot areas. In prior, the training of the pilots is crucial to facilitate broad participation of
different stakeholders. Thus, one central 4-days- training-workshop in each region in the pilot
areas with the outlined agenda is planned.
Draft for the agenda of the 4-days-workshop
1. Examinations of available methods, tools, services etc. of each S3 step (incl. reviewing the
guidelines and briefing documents so that everything is clear, relevant documents are revised if
necessary)
2. Overall time schedule for (re)designing the RIS
3. Elaboration of a detailed plan for the execution of the experimentations (when, with who what to
do and how)
4. Elaboration of detailed plans to invite stakeholders of quadruple helix to reach the key
performance indicators
5. How to assess stakeholders’ participation and ONLINE S3’s USE (online assessment questionnaire,
expanded through in-depth interviews)

ONLINES3 Deliverable 1.1
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Outcome of the training per pilot:
1. Selection of the tools and services to (re)design the RIS
2. Detailed schedule for the experimentation phase (when what to do with whom and how)
3. List of stakeholders of quadruple helix, which will take part in the experimentation phase, incl. a
plan to achieve the key performance indicators

5.7. Tasks feeding deliverable D5.2
The following tasks will feed deliverable D5.2: Report from the open call and results of the
pilots.
Task 5.3. Open call for experimentation (task leader: RTDI)
This task addresses to specify an open call generating an opportunity for other two areas to
experiment with the ONLINE S3 Platform and services. The call should target and favour the
selection of regions/nations belonging to a different group than the two pilot areas (Central
Macedonia and Scotland) based on the typology defined in WP1. The open call for
experimentation consists of three stages:
 The conduction of a number of presentations to at least eight regional/national
authorities in order to raise awareness on the upcoming call
 The definition of specifications and the release of the call
 The selection, evaluation and management of the pilot activities
In this task the partners AUTH, RTDI and KF are involved.
First of all, we  and executed on behalf of SBA (Daniel Pitonak)  will take advantage of the
opportunity to participate at the 7th European Summit of Regions and Cities in Bratislava
between 8-9 July 2016 to raise awareness on the upcoming call and conduct a number of
presentations to at least eight regional/national authorities.
Furthermore, additional awareness raising activities before and after the launch of the open
call are planned to invite as many as possible potential applicants. The following table presents
a first draft of additional dissemination activities in this regard.
Figure 22: Dissemination activities for the open call
Regional or national authority in Austria

Katharina Fellnhofer

Fellnhofer

Regional or national authority in Slovenia

Vida Perko

EIM

Regional or national authority in Slovenia

Daniel Pitonak

SBA

Regional or national authority in Finland

TBD

Aalto

Regional or national authority in Spain

Eva García Muntión

RDTI

Regional or national authority in Brussels

Alasdair Reid

Napier

Regional or national authority in Bulgaria

Nicos Komninos

AUTH

ONLINES3 Deliverable 1.1
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Regional or national authority in Cyprus

Bernard Musyck

EFIS

Furthermore, AUTH will present the open call at the Conference “Changing Patterns of
Territorial Policy: Smart Specialisation & Innovation in Europe” from 28th September, 2016 30th September, 2016.2
Figure 23: Overview of task T5.3. Open call

Task 5.3. is characterised by the following steps with partner’s PM in brackets:
 Setting out the design and the definition of specifications (RTDI + KF: 1.5 PM each +
AUTH: 1 PM)
 The conduction of a number of presentations to at least eight regional/national
authorities in order to raise awareness on the call and disseminate it to relevant
contacts (SBA, additional all partners as illustrated above)
 Evaluation and selection of the two tender pilots (T1 + T2) based on an agreed selection
strategy (RTDI + KF: 1.5 PM each + AUTH: 1 PM)
Task 5.4-Task 5.5. Pilots in Scotland and Central Macedonia (task leaders: UEDIN, RCM)
These two tasks will be aimed at operating and functional trials in a real environment. In each
region/country tests will be performed with regards to the platform, apps, and e-services
based on the outcomes of T5.1 and T5.2 with respect to validation of the interaction model
with users and suggestions for improvements. The pilot partners UEDIN and RCM have 12 PM
to perform the suggested tasks.

2

http://www.regionalstudies.org/conferences/conference/smart-specialisation
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Figure 24: Overview of tasks T5.4. and T5.5. Pilots in Greece and Scotland

Based on our Figure 2.2. entitled “Levels of citizen engagement and the position of ONLINES3 within the level spectrum” outlined on Page 29 in our proposal, the following Key
Performance Indicators and Project Objectives from Page 7 and Page 25 of our proposal are
broken down per partner and engagement level.
This table should serve as a first suggestion for a minimum level per partner to take the
different circumstances of the experiments’ environment into account. However, overall the
key performance indicators aimed to be met as result of all WPs and all involved partners.
Thus, all tasks have to be designed in an optimal way to reach the key performance indicators.
Figure 25: Key performance indicators including levels of citizen engagement
Tender Tender
Pilot 1
Pilot 2
Number of users participating in the pilots (Interconnected to WP2)
Inform
Any stakeholder incl. civil
800
800
700
700
society
Number of users participating in the open consultation (Interconnected
to WP2)
Consult
Any stakeholders from
260
260
240
240
the Quadruple Helix
Number of stakeholders participating in the pilots
Involve
Any stakeholders from
30
30
20
20
the Quadruple Helix
Number of user validations in the pilots (Interconnected to WP3 and WP4)
Regional authorities and
Collaborate
consultants and other 15
15
12
12
potential users
Pilot trainer providing guidance
AUTH
NAPIER
SBA
EIM
Levels of citizen engagement

RCM

Scotland

Expect
ed3
3000

1000

100
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As part of the pilot experimentation phase, the final assessment represents an important key
element for the whole project. Consequently, the pilot’s feedback including means of
verification recorded and delivered timely builds cornerstones in this regard to enable
beneficial and continuous improvement progress throughout the project. The pilots need to
assess (a) the usefulness and easy of use of the ONLINE S3 platform, (b) its added value with

3

A reasonable gender balance must be taken into consideration.
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respect to the previous way of RIS3 design done without the ONLINE S3, in terms of effort
(with and without), range of methods used (with and without), stakeholders’ engagement
(with and without) and (c) gather ideas for improvement of ONLINE S3. Thus, following pilot
deliverables (PD) are required:
PD1: Revised version of the regional/national Smart Specialisation Strategy (at least partially
to respect regional/national circumstances).
PD2: Overall, participating stakeholders should fill at least 200 web based assessment
questionnaire per pilot to provide feedback to improve the quality of the stakeholder
participation by an interplay of participation quality dimensions.
PD3: A final analysis report from the pilot’s perspective based on a provided template has to
be delivered. This report should also include the core results of in-depth interviews. A
template for this report will be provided.
Task 5.6. Conclusions from the pilots’ assessment (task leader: Fellnhofer)
The comments, errors, suggestions, etc. respectively the results from the tests carried out in
the different pilots will be analyzed and formed into crucial recommendations for
improvements resulting in a merged final report. While AALTO will provide further input from
implemented statistical tools, among others the embedded questionnaire will serve as a vital
data source for this final report including crucial recommendations for improvements. In line
with T5.2. the partners who have prepared the briefing documents for each step will also
provide analyses for these steps. In addition, while the pilots will perform a self-assessment,
the pilot trainers will also provide assessment reports of the guided pilots. Finally, all this
information will be merged into the final deliverable 5.2.
Figure 26: Overview of task T5.6 Conclusion from pilots’ assessment
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5.8. ALLOCATION OF WORK PER TASK and SUB-TASK PER PARTICIPANT
Distribution of PM per partner to tasks
The following table provides an overview to reach the milestones and deliverables in WP5.
Figure 27: Overview of PM per partner to tasks
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Distribution of PM per partner to sub-tasks
The following table provides an overview to reach deliverable 5.1: A report on the documentation on the use of the Online S3 platform and services
and on the explanation of the process and outcomes from the training of the pilot areas in the use of the platform.
Figure 28: Overview of sub-tasks for reaching deliverable D5.1
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The following table provides an overview to reach deliverable D5.2.: Report from the open call and results of the pilots.
Figure 29: Overview of sub-tasks to reaching deliverable D5.2
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5.9. TIME SCHEDULE
Figure 30: Timeschedule WP5
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6. Work-package 6 Dissemination, Exploitation and
Sustainability
6.1. Objectives
WP6 has the following objectives:
 Maximize the impact across Europe via an effective dissemination strategy;
 Reach and engage the communities of the quadruple helix in pilot regions, ensuring
the involvement of all the necessary stakeholders in the diffusion and further
development of the Online S3 platform and services;
 Disseminate and share the Online S3 results to the community of researchers,
innovators and application developers, who will further investigate and develop the
technological, social and market applications able to extend the platform’s
functionality;
 Promote collaboration with other projects and networks, including European
Commission funded initiatives, which fall in the scope of Online S3 concept and
objectives;
 Publish research results as open access papers through relevant channels;
 Develop and validate business models that will ensure the sustainability of Online S3
beyond the project lifetime;
 Plan and prepare for exploitation so the project’s partners can implement the
business models and sustain the development.

6.2. WP6 Tasks
Task 6.1 Dissemination Strategy and Work Plan (task leader: NAPIER). This task will elaborate
the dissemination strategy and work plan to deliver this. It will include the project vision,
scope, model, approach and plan of work. The strategy shall also define the visual identity
(logo, typeface, graphic motifs and colour palette) of the project and templates to
communicate this.
Task 6.2 Project website, awareness tools and documents (task leader: INTELSPACE). This task
develops the tools for raising awareness of the project. These tools include the project
website; GitHub repository; brochure; press releases and shorter press notes; presentations
and articles for meetings, workshops and websites maintained by EC and other organizations.
Social media accounts in the 5 most popular networks shall also be developed so continuous
posts on issues related to the vision and scope of the project can be shared.
Task 6.3 Final Workshop and publications in open access journals (task leader: NAPIER).
Publications in open access journals will cover the project’s life cycle, offering state of the art
insights on online processes and methods. The final workshop will be organized in conjunction
with the EC in Brussels and share the critical insights these publications generate with other
members of the stakeholder community.
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Task 6.4 Business models of sustainability and scalability (task leader: RTDI). The objective of
this task is to develop a business model able to exploit the research and sustain the ongoing
development of the project. This business model shall define target markets able to exploit
service provision in value networks capable of sustaining the development as a set of
outreach initiatives.
Figure 31: WP6 objectives, tasks and deliverables

6.3. WP6 Deliverables
D6.1 Dissemination strategy and work plan [NAPIER, M4]. This report presents the project’s
dissemination strategy and elements and work plan to deliver this. Project website and social
media accounts. This aggregates the various communication tools, including the website,
project brochure, newsletters, repositories and any other media that generate awareness and
which, align with the vision and scope.

D6.2 Dissemination report V1.0 [EFIS, M12] The dissemination report will evaluate interim
progress and suggest actions to meet the performance targets set.
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D6.3 Dissemination report V2.0 [EFIS, M24] The dissemination report will evaluate interim
progress and suggest actions to meet the performance targets set.
D6.4 Open access papers [NAPIER, M24]. This deliverable shall publish 17 papers in open
access journals. Final Workshop shall document the presentations that capture and which
share feedback from the final workshop.
D6.5 Exploitation and Sustainability plan [RTDI, M24]. This will develop a strategy for
exploitation. Moreover, it shall segment the exploitation strategy by key components and
agree how to sustain the development in line with the respective IPR vested in the project.

6.4. WP6 Milestones
WP6 has 2 milestones:
MS8: Project Online Presence [NAPIER, M4]
MS9: Final Workshop [Napier, M24]
The first covers M1-4 and the second M5-24 (see Figure 2). This shows Tasks 6.1 and 6.2
delivered by M4 [D6.1] meet MS8: Project Online Presence. Subject to periodic reporting in
M12 and 24, this online presence provides the basis to build a user-community able to
commission open access papers that consolidate as D6.4 and which become a key component
of the final workshop report D6.4. That deliverable which in turn meets MS9.
M1-4 focuses on raising awareness of Online S3 within the community by way of Tasks 6.1
and 6.2 and as delivered through the development of the dissemination strategy and project
website [D6.1]. Napier drives the dissemination strategy and work plan supported by EFIS,
Fellnhofer, EIM and SBA, whereas INTELSPACE drive the project website and social media
accounts underpinned by all of the partners in the consortium.
D6.1 serves to raise awareness of the project by way of all partners and through their
respective contributions as leaders of WP1-5.
M5-14 building the user community. This shall develop by way of the work-package leader’s
involvement in WP2 and development of Online Consultations tasked as T2.1 - 2.3 and
delivered through D2.3. This process of open consultation shall become an integral part of
the Online S3 platform designed by WP3 under T3.1 and 3.2. WP4 shall consolidate the tasks
and deliverables underpinning these designs by way of the service developments supporting
them. WP5 compiles the guidelines and roadmaps able to underpin these developments as 4
pilots capable of support the training of those stakeholders responsible for implementing the
online service platform.
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Figure 2. GANTT chart showing WP6 Tasks, Deliverables and Milestones
Notes:
1. The star symbols for T6.3 & D6.4 represent the number of open access papers each partner is responsible for producing between M5 & M22.
2. The additional allocation of effort in M22 covers the partners’ contribution to the final workshop and WP Leader’s coordination of the material as D6.4.
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M4-24 capture these on-going developments (in awareness raising and community building
by WP1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) by way of T6.3 and through the publication of 17 open access papers
under D6.4. On-going developments around stakeholder engagement, platform design, social
media and data mining tools in 4 pilots across Europe, shall generate the material for the final
workshop report. This is planned for M22-24 and develops as D6.4.
M14-24 underpin all of this by way of T6.4 and through the development of a business model
capable of sustaining the development of this stakeholder community as a scaled-up RIS
policy advice platform found in D6.4 and as tools servicing Scientific and Technological
Innovation (ST1) across Europe [Milestone 9].

6.5. Implementation of WP6
6.5.1. Maximize impact (communicating the research findings)
WP6 seeks to maximize the impact of Online S3 by offering an outline specification of the
project’s dissemination strategy. This is set out in relation to the specific mechanisms for
raising awareness of the project and building the Online S3 user community. This indicates
how the knowledge generated will be disseminated both during and after the project. As any
impact needs to mobilize the collective effort of each partner from M1 onwards and continue
to draw on this until the end of the project, this specification of WP6 objectives, tasks and
deliverables, should be of general interest to all members of the consortia.
With this in mind, the strategy this section of the WP Specification outlines shall proceed by
indicating how the planned dissemination meet the expectations of Project Objective (PO) 7:
“…to share experience and disseminate project results that lead to better informed political
decisions, foster a mutual learning environment across EU regions and establish a
national/regional capacity for knowledge based policy advice.”
In short, that PO, which is specific to WP6 and turnkey in defining the objectives, tasks
assigned and material this programme of work is expected to deliver.
What follows shall also indicate how WP6 plans to achieve this ambition and “foster a mutual
learning environment” able to meet the impact expectations of the H2020 12221-1991-20151 call.

6.5.2. Reach and engage communities (creating a broad community)
While WP1 engages with key stakeholders in the development of smart specialisation policy
statements, it is WP2 that enables the desired shift of emphasis away from politics and
towards the benchmarking of publically agreed goals, whose governances are more
representative of the challenges, which civil society face in the design and implementation of
RIS3. This policy shift shall allow the Triple Helix of smart cities to open-up as the smart
specialization strategy (RIS3) of a regional innovation system, whose consultations over the
governance of the ‘quadruple-helix’, cultivate the means for the following stakeholder
communities to sustain an inclusive growth of the knowledge economy:
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 Public sector actors (administrations - if relevant at different government levels,
agencies e.g. for regional development, business advice and public procurement);
 Business actors (extractive, manufacturing, construction, creative and financial sectors
of large firms, established SMEs, young entrepreneurs, whose ideas cluster as business
organizations with interest in a region or country);
 Research actors (public and private research bodies, universities, science and
technology parks, etc.);
 Civic actors (related to societal challenges and for which innovative solutions would be
helpful).
WP2 has the task of developing an open consultation with this stakeholder community and
T2.3 plans to be smart in developing the research and innovation of such a sustainable and
inclusive growth strategy in terms of material delivered under D2.3. These tasks and
deliverables are to be further developed by WP3 and 4 so as to achieve the ambition for
Online S3 to “leverage the best of online tools in a single platform for networked, knowledgebased policy analysis” (Key Area 1). In reaching out and engaging with stakeholder
communities in this way, the collective effort of WP2, 3, 4 and 5 shall “enhance responsible
research and innovation [as a process of] entrepreneurial discovery” (Key Area 2).

6.5.3. Dissemination and sharing of Online S3 results
This will offer a synopsis of the project objectives, an explanation of how to leverage them,
along with the envisaged results and expected benefits. In leveraging these objectives, the
consortium will use the following tools:
 The project website will include a general presentation of the project objectives and
partners, as well as all information related to the project activities, results and events.
Moreover, will include a special section dedicated to the open call process. Regular
website updates will also disseminate through social networking services, such as
Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, Flickr, YouTube and SlideShare.
The website will develop a WordPress CMS, with additional features for the dissemination of
data gathered during the study. It will contain interactive features enabling the community of
users and policy makers to give feedback with comments, data and other content on issues
related to the project. The dissemination approach of the website is ‘open science – open
data’ with the following characteristics:
 Data sharing: the data from the meta-analysis, case studies, and panels will be openly
accessible through the project website.
 Open data: Most of the obtained data, including the raw data, will be freely available
from project reports and a user-friendly webpage will share all the results.
 Stakeholder engagement and feedback: Here the stakeholder community (across
Europe and from within the regions), will be invited to comment on the project’s
interim progress and final workshop.
 Public deliverables: Most of the deliverables shall be openly accessible to the public.
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 Social networks presence: The project will maintain its presence in the 5 most popular
social networks with continuous posts on issues related to the scope and context of
the project. Moreover, a number of social media accounts related to the project’s
context and maintained by the consortium will be used, such as:
Twitter: IntelligentcitiesandInnovationEcosystems;
https://twitter.com/IntelCities, 712 followers;
URENIO: Watch: Intelligent Cities – Smart Cities – Innovation Ecosystems http://www.urenio.org/, on
average last 12 months: 8.000 views per month
LinkedIn: S3 - Smart Specialisation Strategies Group https://www.linkedin.com/grp/home?gid=
3990196, about members.

 The GitHub Repository: will include the code of the new components developed
during the project. The code shall be released under an open source license. The
GitHub page will also include a wiki and a bug tracker. Moreover, a robust set of
documentation and tutorials will be available for both users and developers. The
GitHub repository will host a discussion forum (implemented using Google Groups)
where the developer community can exchange ideas.
 The project brochure will provide a synopsis of the project, giving particular emphasis
to the vision, scope and scale of anticipated innovation.
 Press releases and shorter and sharper press notes: in newspapers, magazines and
specialized journals.
 Leveraging of existing networks related to smart specialisation.
 List of relevant events and workshops on RIS3
 Presentation at meetings and workshops organized either by the EC or by other
related projects or organizations.
 Reference at EC on-line communications and other public websites, such as S3
Platform, Digital Agenda for Europe, EnoLL, IASP, as well as on relevant projects funded
by the Commission.
The dissemination of Online S3s results will take place at two distinct levels:
 The project level, focusing on maximizing the impact of the project and disseminating
the outcomes of the horizontal activities;
 The pilot level, focusing on attracting participation of local citizens and communities in
the pilots. Next to general dissemination instruments (such as the project website),
specific actions will address the different stakeholder groups. Four regional workshops
shall collect feedback from the local actors targeted by the project, while a final
workshop will disseminate the results at a European level. This impact shall also
leverage existing networks and events at the regional, national, European and global
levels.
Task 6.2 and 6.3 meet this objective and D6.1 delivers the material to achieve the ambition
raised under Key Area 3. That is, disseminate and share results, which serve to strengthen EU
Regional Policy.
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6.5.4. 3.4 Promote collaboration (stimulating the use of Online S3)
This collaboration shall not only provide all stakeholders with the power to co-design smart
specialisation policy by way of online consultation, but also openly involve members of civil
society in the development of the tools needed to achieve this. In particular, openly involve
them in the development of tools needed for stakeholder communities to participate in
deliberations over the implementation of knowledge-based services. This process of open
consultation shall meet the requirement for stakeholder communities to participate in
deliberations over the implementation of knowledge-based services through the
development of tools:
 that consult with stakeholder communities;
 which allow them to participate in deliberations over how the demands they raise can
be met;
 that document the improvements this generates for both existing and new RIS3
statements;
 which strengthen the legitimacy of such statements by consolidating the common
methodological framework developed for smart specialisation strategies to not only
institute evidence-based policy advice, but also embed knowledge of such innovations
across regions throughout Europe.
As with the previous objective, Task 6.2 and 6.3 promote collaboration and deliver the
material to achieve the ambition raised under Key Area 3. That is disseminate and share
Online S3 results, which serve to not only strengthen EU Regional Policy, but also meet the
impact expectations of H2020 12221-1991-2015-1 and call for “open and wide spread access
of citizens as end-user stakeholders. That is, access to “online services, which provide the
processes and methods of knowledge-based policy advice able to enhance the innovation
process”.

6.5.5. 3.5 Publish research results
Published in open access journals, the articles will cover the project’s life cycle, offering stateof-the-art insights into online processes and methods for developing knowledge-based policy
advice. 17 such publications shall be disseminated over the lifetime of the project.
D6.1 shall provide a shortlist of the relevant open access journals, along with a head of terms
for structuring the form and content of the publications. This shall include the following: a
template covering the composition of the abstract, key words, introduction, background,
methodology, findings, discussion and conclusion sections and list of references.
Napier and AUTH shall offer editorial advice and acceptance of the papers shall be subject to
receiving comments from 2 suitable referees. Adopting the ‘gold standard’ of open access
publication, Napier and AUTH shall approach open access journals to secure 1-2 special issue
publications as outlets for the papers. To progress this, Napier shall begin to solicit abstracts
of the papers from the respective contributors in M5 and no later than M12. These shall be
used to procure special issue(s) of the selected open access journals by M8-12 and secure
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publication of the papers between M12-22. This way they shall be available for dissemination
at the final workshop and inclusion into the final report D6.4 [M24].
Figure 2 indicates the number of open access papers to be produced by each of the partners.
Figure 4 also lists the papers by indicative area of innovation, start and finish dates. Each
partner has 1 month to produce the requisite number of papers between M5-22.
Task 6.3 is assigned this objective and the material shall be delivered under D6.4 and in terms
of meeting the impact expectations of the H2020 12221-1991-2015-1 call for “open access to
processes and methods of knowledge-based policy advice able to enhance innovation”.
The assigned tasks, materials this delivers and ambition it achieves, also provide the means
to meet Core Project Objective 7. That is “to share experience and disseminate project results
which lead to better informed political decisions, foster a mutual learning environment across
EU regions and establish a national/regional capacity for knowledge based policy advice”.

6.5.6. Final workshop
The final workshop shall be organised in collaboration with the EC in Brussels and disseminate
the results of the project. The aim of the workshop is to inform relevant stakeholders and
experts about the findings of project. It shall address the following:
 how the tasks undertaken and deliverables generated meet the project objectives;
 open consultation between stakeholder communities;
 RIS methodologies as a platform of online services, applications and tools;
 pilot studies as test-beds and mutual learning environments;
 the breakthrough innovations;
 impact, exploitation and sustainability of the developments;
 critical reflection on how far the project achieves the ambition set.
The planning of the final workshop shall begin in M12. This event is planned to take place in
M22.
The exploitation of this sustainable business model will have the capacity to serve an
interdisciplinary stakeholder group and engage them in future actions. This will also capture
the IP generated form this open innovation community.
Task 6.4 generates the material that is delivered as D6.5 and which meets the impact
expectations of the H2020 12221-1991-2015-1 call for “enduring organisational structures”
able to underpin smart specialisation policy and support RIS3.
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Figure 32: List of papers
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Figure 33: Effort table
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